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ABSTRAbT.

4

This. paper praposés a model for the process of attaining

- .
ocCupational, status and indome,where,changeAn attainment is generited

/
by the akeation of vacant' po[tidis in: Social Struciure. The'aistribu-

tioo'of attainments, or the struCtuie
'; ,

o

of inequality, is assumed
/
fixed 1-

.and describsed by-a simple exp' nential or geometric distributiOn funciFion

(depending on whether attainment evels are assumed aiscrete or con-

,
tinuous). Persons'leaving the labor korce chains/of vaca ies

in this.structure that., present-mobility oppgitu-7niries .for perso enter-
/

wit

ing:the labor force. The implications of ttla model/for he attain-,

ment proceas derilledcfrom these considerationslor/statts attainment

research and stochastic models for jOh,mobility/are discussed.

14444,
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. Introduction.,
., .

lc
,

t. f

'Research-4n sOtial °mobility, status,,and income Attainment in sociology-,
. ,

4 '
a

'' 4

0 has aiWaysbeen heavily orTented towará the,methodolOgi4l probleMi posed
.. V* ,, . t ,

.

by thqsubjeCt ma4er under investigation. Thus the development of indices
,

,,, -

in mobility research and'pf. oblems of estimation and measurement in status
,

,-

ditainment research have received a great deal of attention.- Concepteal
, . ,

--

issues'have been much less.of a concern, although they have not been

,(- entirely unfthportant. The doncern for separating structural and exchange
_

. 're.w.
,

"mobility in the development of..indices of mobility and the concern for the

temporal ordering'of variables and for causal directions in Status attain-

t
f

ment research,.iefleoF theoretical assumptions regarding the forces that'

generate mobililyInd achievement.
,

Nevertheless, the'domindnt reSeirch

sttategy has been induotive, rather than deductive: the accumulation of
-,

emplrical findina-from cross-national and cross-temporal studies is

and

?

eved tp produce istprtern from which a sociological theory of attainment

mobility wil1 emerge.

This situation is n sharp contrast, to the apprOaCh taken in economics

to the study orone asPect of the attainment p cess -- income attainment:

conceptual apparatus to'Neoclassical economis.Whave appli
, .

iUcOine attaiTent ion the formof h

a power

-ital theory,. ,The attainment oT

income in this perspectilie is coric of as reflecting a.person's

fproductArity Aso determined by his/her,ability and skills. Skills are

obtained through educdtion And training at a cost primarily in the form of

earnings forgone. Returns on the investments in training end education,
*

are obtained in a competitive market where earnings are determined by-the

marginal productivity of labor. A number of empirical predicagops can

je deriveckfraft thisctheory -- the shape of the age-earnings prOfile,'

,
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,the.impact ofyage differentials on demand for education, the'allocation

of training costs for general and specific,on-the-job training, etc.' 1

Few euch.predictions can be Made,frompocioloical research on attain-

ment procesSei where there is heavy emphasis On estimating the elation-

ship-among observed variables, not on modeling the' process that produces

the observed outcomed.

Humancapits1 theory:provides powerful predictions: about the

attainment.process, but this does not mean fhat it is the only possible,

.or necessarily the mosf useful approach to the Studyotattainment

processed.. Some t;asic predictions.frola-fhe theory do not square wAl

with reality:- from the theoryione Would predict"that changes insthe
., .

distribution of education would alter the distribution of incomes

because of the changed supply at different, skill levels. Since the'

second WOrld.Wai, no such change can be observed in the distribution of

' indome deepite-A mar1411 Shift in the distributiOn of education [Thurow

and Lucas,,1972], Numerous' criticisms of the theory have also been

I

raided because of its apparent failure to account for the processes
..,

that are believed characteristic of'important segments of the labor

-.I
',.markets [Doeringer and Piore, 1971; Thurow,;1975].

, Criticisms against.a powerful theory, based on the failure of the

theory to account for some empirical obserVations, are often aMbiguous..
. .

Those who believe in the theory can usually come up with modifications
.

,that will save.the theory,by extending it.and altering

less important aseumptions. Usually human capital theorists are willing

to allow for imperfections.in the degree to 'which the real world



Approximates the neoclassical world that they assume,: These imper-

lectialps may then*be used ton exCuse the apparent failUre.of some empir-

ical,prediCatiOns. They can further point with considerable merit 60

the theory's-ability to accougt for a number of basic featurea tf
;

observed processes, and to the. inability of critipso come' up with

amslternative theorY equally parsimonious and with_equal explanatory'

k

power. .Theories ds\Areplaced with other-theories, not with. a set of

isOlated eMpiriCai observations that aNe subject to different,inter-

,-(

pretations.

The conception of mobility used in:much traditional mobility

research could be a point of departure for the formulation of an alter-

native theory of the attainment process because of the contrast it

Provides with basic assumptions of huMan capital theory. In human

capital theory changes in attainment are assumed to be brought about

- .
exclusively through chahges in a person's productivity, f.e., skills

.and eXperience:. The 'distribution of-skills, in turn, is reflected in

the distrAution of earnings. rn traditional mpbility research,

chafige infattainment, in contrast, is-assumed to reflect changes ip

positions in a predetermined structure of inequalitY,

,N; .

%

without accompanying changes in personal characteristics. l'erspns can,

movd only.to a slot that is available, i.e. , vacant, and while a

I

person's 'productivity". (as measured by ability, education;_and eiperi-

- .)
4 ,

.

. .
1

4

.;

ence) determines which slots a person gets access to, the distribution

of 'attainments reflects the distrIbUtion 'Of slots, notthe diStribution

.of personal attributes that are relevant for getting access to slots.

,
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Such a notion would be 'consistent with .the lack of change-4iniAcome4

. '

distrihution in 01 face of a Arked.change in the educi, tional.dis-
; / 1-

.'

tributir that is cfrontrary to doe, implication of the neoclassical

economic theory. .It'4-Ould alsO be consistent with ehe attainment

pro'gestiles that characterize primary labor markets [Doeringerand Piore,
!

1971] and-job competition [Thurow; 1975] in the critiques of fhe neo-'

classical ttiory.

- L. . .

The socidlogical conceptión of Mobility has; however, neVer lieen
,

very well specified. It'hath been .used to,justify -Many attempts- at
.

separating atrUctural irom exchange Mobility in Intergenerational

o

mbiiity tables,bilt this is a decpmposition of the total amount of

mobility in iociety, not a specification of the mechanisis Of. mqb.ility
. .

generated by the creation of vacant positions .in social striActure.
4

Further,'sinte the qbjective here is to formulate a theory of change

in attainment-where mobility rather than change in a person's

'y

-resources is the source of change, the focus shduld be on. intragenera.- .

e
,

tional mobility rather fhan on intergenerational mobility as,in most
-',.-

.

traditional Mability research.
N '

Two tasks need to be carried out. It.is neCeslary to,..4specify how -

the creation of available or\vacant position6 geneate mobilitY, and

it is-also necessari to specify how individudI characteristics

influenc4 ersont.e-utilization of mobility opportunitiesi

few attempts have been made at carrYing out:these ;asks. With respect
../

to the firsitask,-koorks by,BartholOmew [19721 and White r1970] are the.

main examples. White 19701 Vacancy-,chain Model is partiCularly

Nw
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o

:-' - ,
. , ,.

. ,

suggestive of how,structutally.created,opOortunities generate mobility

, ' -... '.
A

by,generaiing chainslof.va ncies. However', the specification ok'.how.
. , .

,

individuals,charactetiatics influense the,Utillization of vacancies-is
iN.

ncrt attempted in:' ite's work.: Some attempta'-in Ois.direction have'
I. .,,,

. .,:.

bOn made.b ,Boudon g9.741.that resulted., hbwetrer, in a simulation
. .

.

model,and not in a w611-4pecified mathematical model.

The obj-ective of7th4'paper ib"to suggest a I;articulai solution

,to the problems of specifying a theory of the attainment.piocesa that

conceives of structurallY induced mobility as the source of change in

individual attainment. This will invorve (1) specifying a model for

the structure of Inecivality, i.e'., the distribution of possible.

p

attainments, then.42.%,!pacifying.howvacancies*octur and move in this strut--
_

.
,

- -Iture, and finallyj31 modeling how change in attainments are' brought about,

by the thoveMene:of people.along the structurally.induced 1.416ancy

P

chains. These are the main'tasks of the paper. The final sections oi

the paper will outline'the relationship betweeh the proPosed model of

4

the attainment process, status attainment research, and research

on intragenerational mobility.

,A:nutber :of very stiong assuMptions will be ntilized in derivihg

the model. :Mese assumptiona are necessary ta'simplify an,o;lierwise

:'. very complicated problem. The resulting 'model may to some appear

.highly unrealistic. That ill-0 model provides.a very simplified picture
0

Of °reality will not be'denied. However, it does atcount fort,importani

features of obsetved procèss,tss I slialf shoW.

k



The Sttlieihre of Inequality

4e objective is, ae7nentioned, to, formulate a model for the attain
,

ment ptoceSS, where phange,is brodght'about by utilizing opportdnities-

_for Change in positiOn in a predetermined structure of 'ineqUality. 'The positions
o 4

concsived of as,jobs, and these-jobs may be characterized bY

the economic, social, and psychological rewards they provide incuMbents:

4

Only a Chahge inTobs cah provide i.,change in the.level of rewards or-
o.

.

.

:sin attainment. Thi& is areasohable,44sUMption with respect, to rtiost

.rewards, but 1.5_may appear dubious-With iespeCt to_ earnings. There

Will be real and infldiionary increases in.earnings within'a job as'
-

,
k

well:Iasi:tome performance-gelated variation. Theae real and inflationary. ,

*4

.increases will be ignored because they usually,do not change a persOn's

ve position. Performance-related variation within'jobs-will be

'-assdmedo be of mihOr importaftce. One reason is that-'majok performance
, 4

differences for.people in,similar jobs are-a source of ihstabilily and

hence likely to result in differentiation' of jobs.
s

Stated differently, the, basicassumptioh is that.diffegent people

in the same,jobs will 4tain the same rewards,,while the same person

will 'obtain differentireWrdefin different jobs. With this assumptioh,

the structure of inequality is given as.the distribution of jobs,with
° /

0,

iespect to status; income, ahd other,rewards.
2

Jobs may be vikant

filled; and people may be employed or unemployed. Hente, the.diStri-
,

7

bution of jobs will not correspond to the distribution of people,

although it will be roughly similar to the distribution of employed-

people. For the, present purposes this distribution will be assumed'

.stable' aver time.

9
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In the sequel it will be assumed that there exists a meaSure of

ti, attainment level similar,to the measures of prestige or iocioeconomic
.

I ,

..,

. .

,i .

,

status so commonly employed in status attainment research:--As argued

byoGoldthorpe and Hope 4102], these measures reflect the Noodness"oof
,

occypatiOns not the "prestige" of occupations in the usual sense of the word
. ,

where the eferent is to deference, that is a relational concept, and

a
the distributional concept.captured by Duncan SEI NORC'prestige c,

4,

or ,

^

scores, etc. However, the existing measures are ordinal ahd, though
2 . ?

cOmmonly employed as interval scales, this usage does not change their

metric properties. The measure of attainment level assumed here is a

ratio level measure with a Well:..defined zero point. In the first

s,

derivation of the distribution/of jobs according to this measure, it

will be assumed mapried onio'the set of posiiive integers a

discrete distribution will be assumed.

Denote by the attainment level of a job, where y ,varies.

from zero to infinity. The disribution of jobs according t y-

will be generated-from a very simple assumption. It will be assumed

that if n(y) denotes the number:of jobs At level y ( y is.assumed

an integer), and n(y + 1) the number of jobs at the next'higher,

level, then the following relAtion holas,

(y + 1) .

41)
n(y)

4

whei-e p-ity less than one and greater than zero. This means
o

thai Ae number of jobsAt level y + 1 is,a constant 7Oportion of

the number of jobs immediately,belOw, for all values of y . Let the.

1 0
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re-
total number of jobs be N , then f(y) n(y)/N is the 'density of

.
jobs at level y . It is easily seen that- the relation.

1

will hold for m an integer. The distribution of jobs generated

this (way is the *well-known
geometric distribution with. mean 61/(1.

,

In the.sequel 4eithall need-the distribution of jobs accOrding to.
attainment. level where this variable is measured as a continuous variable.

Assuming therefore now y measured as a contibuous variable, .the general

relation between the density.of jobs at level y ,and.at leyel y h

where h is an, interva/ on y will be given by (a) with h replacing

m° . It.. follows that, -

,dr

log f (' + h ) log f(y) h loga

log f(y +,h) r log f (y)

-.
/where .0 = log s ,ciplkthat

becomes.,

d f (y)
dy

'4 (4)

. Letting h , equation (4)

/
Hence for the densitY f(y) , the differential equation

(y) df(y) d log f(y)
dy d lOg f(y)4. (dy

holds. The solution 'to (6) is,

f (y ) f ( ) e

13f.(y)

(5)

( 7,)
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1. A

The 'quantity f((1)

e

co

f f(y) =
o

or 1(o) =

be.,

"
determined frill the condition,

.

fwt(0)e..13Y' =
o

( )

a t .Hence the..distribution of, jobs according to y will.

,

F(y < y') = f ufhl =
0

/

-

where F(y < y'). is the-prOportion of,jobs providing attainment less

than It will be Usegul.to cousiders"the j#oportion with attain,-

II

ment,greater than a .cartain levet y .. This prOpoitipU All be,
,

P 4
o;;i

Atha. distribution of job's assumed is ,themsimptye exponential
O.

P(y) = 1.- F(y) e" at

.

y is-consideied to be contindO4s.'Szdthe geometric
..,

.

, ? ,,i- 0 ,

distribution wheu y Jconsidered discrete. The-geOmetkic distribu-
,:);. ',:-t

, ,.

..,

tiOn as-a representation of the-struCture of.iequ",ity'his been

. 2
suggested by:everal [SiziOn,,1957'; Hartholome11972; $va1attoga,'1973;

.

Stinchcombe, 1974]. Barth olome* C19721 showthat if the distribution

is assumed for an organization, a particularmule,7promotiOn schedule
,, ..-

will,prevail -- a,property .to be used.in this paPer co

The quantity, y is a construct .Specifying,thi zelatipni3etteen
. .

,.

3/7)

and an observable rewaird Will.genetatelan bhgerVablt distil.bution
. .

'that can be used 'to raluate the model (10).

by Lydell]. (19), a well-known.distiibvion,

assuming a particulSr relationship Zetweeri
A

12

.

argumenCiielented

of

ti
-

iftcOpiemay-begeherated
a

inChte and y . 'The
0

e*

4.
,

":"



The 'quantity fan
e

to' 13y
fc° f(y).

detet

."'"'' or f(0) = a t HencethdiE

F(y < 30) = fY

- 0

where F(y < y'). is the-prOporti

than y.- It will be Useful.to

ment,greater than e .certain level

,

P(y) = F(y)

-

.Tthe. distribution of job's asi

distributigrrwien y is-conside

distribution when y J'IVt.considc

tion as-a representation of the-

suggested by several [Simcin, 195

Stinchcombe, 19741. Bartholome*

is assumed for an organization,

-will prevail -- a,property .to be

The quantity, y is a collet

and an observable rewerd Will

.that can be used 'to evaluate the

by Lydell (14),. a well-knoWn.d
_

assuming a particular relational
A



needed assumption-is' that jobs at level y + 1 (returning to'the

discrete formulation) provide p. times the total earningsprovided.

A

by jobs at levef y ; or, if x(y) denotes earninge prov*ded:,by jobs

at level y ,

x(y + 1)
11 (11)'

. e

where p ,mar be less rhan,or grasier than. 4/..

If y alternatively is conceiVed Of as a continuous variable,

an argument similar to equations (5) and (6) will shbw that (11)

corresponds to,-

dx(y)' .7

dy,
y + a)x(y)' , (12)-

where y = log p and x(y) is the earnings proVided:by jObs at

level y The solution to (12) is, .

log x(y) 368 20(0 " (y + 0\Y* (1.3)"

and since ye 1/0 log i(y) (cf., equation 10 ), equation (13) ;my

be written as,

log x(y) + tOnatant.
Y

If d quantity. d is defined as,

a .
,

. 4- 0

eciustion (14) becomes,

as

P(X) ke
.rilog X

Pik(Y) > x(30)3 P(Y > )0)

13 *

,

(14)

(15)

(16)
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This is recognized as tbe model for the income diptribution

suggested by Pafeto. Henproposed the model for income distributions

that bears his name from inspection of observed income dIstributions

based on fax retUmpa. At that time,.no repurns were obtained from

the lower portion of the distribution, and eijuation (16) provided

an extremely good fit to the upper tail of the distribution. Pareto

promoted (16) to a law, but subsequent analysis has shown that it

does mot fit the lower portion of the income distribution very well,

and a number of other distributions will be aimilar to (16) in their

k

tails. In particular, the log normal distribution first suggested

by Gibrat [1§31] provides a batteruverall fit:

The,problem is that in Observed distributiona the density increases

with increasing income in the lower portions, contrary to (16). 'It

is well known that, persons out of employment or with only marginal'

r-

attachment to the labor force dominate in-this 'part of the distribution.

Equation (16) is here-used as a model for the distribution of jobs

according to the earnings they provide, and.equation (16) may be-less

unrealistic for this.distribution than fof the distribution of personal

incomes. Further, a conceptual device may be used.to argue that (16)

indeed is realistic. Only the distribution pf filled jobs can be

observed, but equation.(16) describes'the distribution of all jobs

whether filled or vacant; Hence it may be argued that the lack of

fit is due- to the qmission i)f vacant jobs from observed distributions.

An assumi3tion similar to (11) could be used to.generate the mOdel

for observed,prestige distributions. A one-to-one relationship -

14
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between y and prestige scores would be a reasonable proposal beqause

ofthe definition Of y presented above. However, none of,the measures

of prestige or socioeconomic status derived from prestige scores

(as the SEI index) will result in distributions that can tle used to

test equation (10). The reason is that prestige spores as'mentioned

are inherently ordinal. Hence they may be subject tdany transformation

that preseives,rank order. Each traneformation will result in a new

-distribution. The one that is Observed using currently used measures

is therefore completely,arbitrary and cannot)be used to validate (105..

0 ne-oMe dittributions can be used, but then it is necessary to

further assume thd validity of equation (11) for the relation between

y and income.

.,Despite the objectionsthat may bp raised, equation (10) will be

used in the sequel as a model for the distribution of jobs according

to y It leads to a particularly simple.and fruitful *del for the

attainment process and captures basic features of the structure of

inequality. These properties are enough 'rationale fat its use as a start.

11.

The Creation p/ Opportunities for Grawth in Attainmeni

Having formulated a model for the structure of inequality, the

tasle'for this.section is to formulate a model of how changes in attain-

ments are produced in this structure, that is, how opportunities fQ,

-chanie in attainment are created. In the next section, the question of

how the'characteristics of individuals affect their ability to take

advantage of theme opportUnitiea will be addressed.'

I



The'strUcture of'inequality will,be assuiidatable over time.

People enter and exit the structure when they enter and leave the labor

force. When people leavb the laber,force, they lealie vacantjObs.

,These lobs will be,filled either by, new recruits or by'people .bolting

from other jobs into the job vaCated. Tialowing White [1971], tWo.

" types of polies may be conceived of -- (1) moves by people from tilled:

4.46 to 'vacant jobs, therebY creating n'vacancies to, be filled

by others.already in the system orby people entering the system, and
,

44(2)-mOves by vacancies,in.t4 ppposite direction,of the moves by

ft

4ndiv1dua1s. ,Chains of moves by persons.start when a person. enters the labor
, ,,

,

.4' it. ,
, ,:tgaltatid end by reti?op'ent:tepornry move's out of'the labor force

I

,4, 4 . 1 . .

. .

will * ignOred). Chains of moved by eacancies start with the creation

of a vaCtincy,duetb retirement (or the creation of a new job) and end
.

, by the elimination of a.vacancy by a person from odtside the system

A.

(or by the elimination1'of a job). Both people and vacanciesmove among

jobs, but the mobility history of a,vacancy is something different

from the mobility history of a person. The concern in this section is

for.the mobility of vacancies. In the neif section the mobfility of

people will be linked to the mobility of vacancies.

When a person moves from one attainment level to another, a

vacancy.moves in the opposite direction. Upward Moves .by people

in the structure are increases in aitainment, and correspond to moves

doww:ard by vacancies. Only such moves will be considered. Although

^ upward moves and horizonLdi "moves by vacancies will take place in

vmpirical Hysteme corresponding to Aownward and lateral moves by
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people, they will be ignored here. Assnming persons maximize Attain-
,

ments, this restriction implies that only voluntary moves will'be

zuggidered. In a later section, the impact of involuntary moves on

the attainment process will be briefly.considered.
,

4 .

It will be dsiumed that persons enter and retire dt all levels.
,

4.. ,

4 4 is immediatelyi apparent that if voluntary'mkiveelare io take place at
, .

,- all', fewer people should.enter than.leave at some.levels; in'this'

I"

, way, vacancies will be created for,people at lower levels to take

ifteptage of. In work on mobility in, organizations, it is often

44100ad that everyoneenters at the bottom and leaves at the to0.

-'1
Oartholomew, 19723. This is Obviously unrealistic for the societal

strUctures of inequality considered here.. A more romclisOcalthough

very simplifyAng, assumption will )3 made here. It wfli be assumed

that. a Wportion of jobs will be vacated due to retirements in-"'each

time period--the aame.at all-44tainment levels. Further, it Will be

assumed that the vdcateq jobS,are hot all filled from the outside, and'

the proportion not filled, from the outside constitute a constant

proportion at each level.. The exception- is the bottomlevel, where

all vacancies are filled by persons from the outside.

It is assumed, in Other wOrds, that new vacancies are created at

a constant rate for each level of attaihment. These new vacancies

_will reflect the addition of new jabs to the economy and/or also that

// each kerson enters a promotion ladder that covers some, but not all

attainment levele. There is evidence that most job shifts are

voluntary Wrensen, 19751. Hence, the assumption of new vacancies
.

17
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Veing,created in each time period is reasonable, although the assumption

of identical rates of.new vacancies at all levels may not be toc(

realstic,

.Fith'these assulptions, one may Calculate, the probability that a

vacancy will move from Ond level to another. Assume y discrete, and

J.
denote by h(y) the rate of new.vacancies at level y , as measured

b'y the number of new vadancies created at level y, in a small time

,

period at .over *he number of .jobs at level y .. Further denote .

q(y) the tranaition rate for a vacancy from y + 1 to y , measured

as the number of vacancies arriving in y in dt from y + 1 _aver

.the total number of jobs in y . Vacancies cannot jump levels, and

can only, move in one direction. Denote as before by n(y) the. number

of jobs at level 5fl. It must be the'case that the number of vaeancies arriving' ,

in y will equal the number of new vacancles created in y + 1 Pine

the number of vacancies arriving in' y + 1 from y Hence,

,

.q(y)11(y)dt =1 h(y + 1)n(y + 1)dt + q(y + 1)n(y + 1)di . (17)

As mentioned above, h(y + 1) is assupied constant And.egual to h

for all y 's. It follows from the recursive'relationship (17) that,

q(Y)n(y) h F n(k) (18)

kn1+1

hN(y + 1) ,

Olere N(y + 1) is the total number of jobs at level y + 1 'or

higher- FrOm the model Or the structure of inequality proposed in

equation (1) it is easily derived that,

1 8
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N(y + 1) = T niy + k)
k=1- \

= !
k1n(Y + 1)8

k-1

+ 1)
1 A

From (18)_ add (19) , it follows t(hat ,

-

(
lq(y + i)qy) = h

n(y)

n(y + 1)
n(y) (1 - s)

1 - s

,

(19')

(20).

t

Hence,. q(y) is independent of y ma structure of inequality.

that is described 'by equation (10 . This is an important. result 'for

'the Argument that is presented in the next section. It holds for a

structure of inequality that can be described by the geometric distri-

bution. A r1lar result has been obtained by Bartholomew (1972) for

'mobility in organizations that ma be described by the geometric
P

distributions.

The quantity qdt may be conceived of as a promotion density for

persons at a giVen attainment level. It is important, however, to keep

in mind that it is defined on Jobs and not oh titople. While all
,

people at a given attainment level are exposed to the same , they

are not equally likely tO take advantage of it. The extent toowhich)

they are able to take advantage of the opportunities represented by .

s /7\
k

-q will be argued in the next aection to'be a function of the personal

1 9
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characteristics of individuals (education, ability, and background)

and will be linked to the ampunt of time already spent in the labor

force.

The promotion density is a function of h--the rate of new

vacancies--and of a that determines the shape of the distribution of

inequality. The quantity s/(I - s).is the mead-of, y ". Hence, _q

also be interpreted as the expected number of attainment ladders a

.aay

vaeancy chain will ddver in a small interval of time.

Te formulation (20)-i8 obtained assuming a discrete distribution

of, jobs according to attainment levels. The analogue expression for
, .

continuous y is easily obtained by noting that 7Be BY represents

the density-at level y . Hence,

Or

q(-BeBY) = h Imeiludu (21)

h
(22)

,.c1

The expression (22) is to be used in the next section. To avoid

a prol'iferation of symbols, in the sequel,' q will be taken ael

1 B
equal to - where b ... 1.-1 is a function of both the.shape of

the distribution of jobtland the rate at which new vacancies

created. 1

I

The Attainment Process

In a structure df inequality cbaracterized by equation (10),

it will be the case that all levels of attainments everyone will

2 0
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be exposed to the same opportunities for iIcreates,ln attainment as

determined by 'the quantity, q of equation (22)._ The fact,that:every-
.

one la exposed to the sande opportunities does not mean that. evexyone is .a

'equally likely to takeAadvantage of these opportunities. .In this ,

A
.-section, the question will be addressed of bow individual character-

iatics determine a oersonq abilitY to take adVantage of the opportuw,
:4

ities for growth,in attainment gitren by q I'

The individual .cbaracteristicak relevant for a pers?n's attainment

will be said to deterthine a person's regources. These resources

4,

are assumed determined by the time a person enters the labor market,

o.

and'not subjedt to further change. This is the exact opposite of

the assumptions made in human capital theory where it is assumed that

,a person's level of resources (as expressed by his,productivity) is

or-
*

changing over time due to on-the-job training, experience and the
N

Such additions to a person's resources art measured in empirical investi.,

gations of human capital theory by time spent in the labor force.

Here, time spent in a labor force will be a measure of how long persons

have been eXposedto the mobility regime formulated in the preceding

section. No'claims for the universal valgidity of the asVmption of'

no change in resources Over time can be made, but neither can such a

unittrsal claim be made for the valSdity of the assumption that all

changes in attain4nt are due to changes in resources. .Empirical

analysis does not necessprily confirm the latter assumption when time

is used as a proxy for growth in resources.

2 1
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flle _higher the attainment level of s job, the higher the level of

resource's needed to,gain access to a job. It will further be aesumed

that for a given.level of personal resources, there is an attainMent
4

level that is the best a person can hope to obtain. Tfljis is the

'case .beCause the distribution'of jobs according to attainment levels

fixed; hence everyone entering at a certain,level has to eXit in

such a way that the distribution is preserved. A,job at the highest o.

Sttainment level-possible for given resources should not be-lefel

voluntarily by a person, for there is then no gain to be mode. 'Not

all peopleloccupy this level, as voluntary moves are assumed possible

in the system aS defined above betalle of the creation of new vacancies

at eachjevel of attainment.. Some people therefore are in jobs that

provide'them with lower attainments thanqhey may hope to 6btain.
2 2

Since every move voluntarily undertaken by a person will produce a

gain in attainment, those who haye just entered the labor force will

have the lowest attainment relative to their resources. The longer

time a person has spent in the labor force, the more likely it is that

tbe,,person has the best job (s)he can hope to obtain. Hence a perdon's

ability to take advantage of a vacancy at a higher attainment level ,

will depend on the amount

i

of.time spent in the labor force.

Denote by q(t)dt t e probability that a person having spent
/

t years in the labor force will change jobs, i.e., take advantage

of a 'acancy arriving at his/her current attainment level in dt .

A

The probability that a vacancy will arrive at attainment level y

dt is qdt for alik iralues of Y . It must be the case that for

2 2
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peOple at y , the ildividual rates (that are dependent on the tiMe

spent in the labor force) mUst suM to the overall Tate, that is ,q .

Hence

/N(t)dt
0

where the integratiom runs over values.of t s6 that t as the

,(24)

r e of leaving the c4rrent attainment level approaches zero for people

wiih attainment commensurate with their resOurces. The specification

of 11-(t) that will satisfy (24). is,

ebt
b < 0 , (25)

where as before it is understood that b will be a function of bath

the rate at which new vacancies are created and of the shape of the

distribution of jobs according to attainment levels.

The rate of voluntary job shifts integrated over t will give

the number.of shifts a person has undertaken by time t. Denote this

quahtity v(t) , and define it as,

v(t) =
1 bt

(e - ly , (26),

1
with.a maximum value v(00) - that is the total number of shifts

a person will undertake in his/her. lifetime. If y is conceived of as

discrete variable, this quantity will simply be the total growth in

attainment a person experiences before he/she.achieves the level of y

l..rhere no further increases are possible. In cOntinuOus y , a slight re-

formulation is u8eful. Denote by y(0) the level, of attainment for a person

Q
u
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,

L.

Y(t)- the level obtained by time`'

and by y(e) ; the m#ximum leiel of attafrment possible. The

.°

at entry into the labor force, by

total growth possible le.then

person will realize a-fraction 4y of 'this gain. Since every shift

y(e). -.y(0) . At .each job shift, a

r
on,the average will providefthe same stain,, it follows that,

-\
y(0)

v(c0)
(27)'

It will be the case that the level of attainment by time t will
k

equalto the leVel at entry plus the gain realized up ,to this

Toint, or,

y(t) = ,y(0) + v(t) Ay (28)

-

..Substituting,.eqUations-(26) and (27) ln (28) Will give,

y(t) = y(0) +([il (el,)t - 1)][_-by(e) - y(0)] . (29)
P

Differentiating gives,

dy(t)

dt
-be

bt
lly(e) - y(0)1

= - b[y(e) - y(t)] . '(30) if

This is finally the model for chanift in attainment obtain

in a structure of Iniquality, where mobilitytakes place in the manner
,

f

desc-ibed here.
,

,

A person's resources will determine the level y(e) that,(s)he

eventuall /14 ill obtain'. However, the value of y(e) for the'same level
:

of resouices will e different in different'opportUnity 'structures, i.e.,

0

for different values of b .
To reflect^ this, a slight reformulation of

,

24 4 4
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(30 is useful. Define a quantity a. through,the rela on,

da
.dy(e)

, Let a ''be defined as a person's resources. 4t will vary acrbss

people, but for each person bs constAnt over tie. Fram 31) by definition,-
. \,)

a
y(e) - ,

b-

-that gives

. a + by(t)
dt

(32)

(33)

This is.the simpleat linear differential equation with negative
k

feedback of the dependent variables on itself. The negative feedback-
0 -

has here been shown/to be determined by the rate at,which new vacancies,

1
are created and the shape of the distribution of jobs according tot. j

attainment levels. 0

Equation (33) will describe a Career line that is concave to

the eime axis; that'l.s, there will be rapid.growth in attainment in the

beginning-of the career and slowek growth later until the attainment

reaches the stable level y(e) a/b . This.pattern is found on

obsekved career curves As Figure 1-shows.

Carter lines of whites and blacks are shown seOkiately in Figure 1.

40.e
The career line for blacks is somewhat flatter than it is for whites

1 .

reflecting preaumably a more unfavorable opportunity structure, that is,

-25
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one where

24

of,equation (23) ie smallerso that the negative feedback

on change in attaifiMent'is larger,.

The career line observed in Figure 1 and predicted from the model

also corresponds to Ole One predicted from.human capital theory. In

this theory, the curve is predicted from a pattern of growth in resources

'where resources growkat a lower rate as people get older, primarily
. .n.,;11-

.
-1 .-

'beCause there,is,lese time left in the labor force in which to recapture

.

--. . .
. ,

costs incurred'In, acquiring more resources. More specifically, the
.

, .

. q''i, .' r''' : .

neoclasiical theory.assumes that at AnY point in time ihe level of

attainment is y(e) , but the rtsources, change over time in'a

manner that resultsin the observed cdncave careet profiles.

Both human capital'theory and the theory formulated here predict

the same career line. The observed career lines thus do not validate

eithe7. Theory. But the objective here was not to prov human capital

theory'Wrong:but to formulate ahalternative theory using aisumptiona-.

that are the opposite assumptions of those Used in the economic theory.

It would,be a poorer theory if it,could not accbUnt for the same obServed

career,patterns as the human capital theory.

The theory formulated kere readily explains the differencelletweien,

the career profile's of blacks andwhites as reflecting different

opportunity, structures. This difference.is less easily explained by

the'neoclassical theory which has-to,resort't4O deviesa,SUchilas taste

for discrir.4. i:tion [Becker, 19571 to actount for the persistence of an

inefficiency such as discrimination fees also Thurow, 1975].

cr;
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The model developed in this section is of importance both for the

.
interpretation of status attainment research in the tradition created

by Blau and Duncan [1967] and for-research on iniragenerational mobility.

These implications will now be described.

Implications for Status Attainment Research

Research on status attainment usually employs linear algebraic'

_

equations where the level of attainment, as measuied by SEI or prestige

scores, is,the dependent variable. Characteristics of the individual

are employed as Independent variables. Typically, they are measures

of respondent's education, father's status/parents' education and other

measures of family background. All explanatory variables are then

measures of individual characteristics, and'no attempt ii made to

introduce characteristics of the structure of inequality. The model

formulated here is derived from consideration of the impact of-structural

characteristics on growth in attainient, and its parameters are well.

defined in terms of the various forces that govern attainment Processes

The attainment model, therefore, can be used to reinterpret'status

attainment models and evaluate the appropriateness of the research

designe typically eMployed.

A global measure of resources, -a. , was used in the derivation.

of the model above. A formulation of this model that makes it similar

,to the models employed in status attaintent research is obtained by

4
letting a be a linear function of relevant individual characteristics, or, .

a = c0 + clxl + c2x2 + . . . c x
n n

- (34)
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where the x
i

variables stand for education; father's status,

Parents' education., etc. The coefficients to the x
i

variables

represent the contribution.of these variables to the overall level of

resources. In status attainment research, as here, these resources

are assumed constant over time, although status attainment research

has never been explicit about such assumptions. With this expression

for a , the model for the process of attainment becomes,

dy(t) .c
dt

b'y(t) + c1x1 +.c2x . . . c x
n n0

This model has the solution:

(35)

c0 bt bt
c
1 bt

y(t) = (e - 1) + e y(0) + - 1)x1

c
2 bt

c
n bt

+ (e - 1)x2 . . (e - 1)x
n

'(36)

This is one of the most important equations estimated in status

attainment research, as it relates observed states of a respondent

to the status of first job and individual resources. Typically,

this equation is estimated bypooling all respondents on, cross-

sectional data. Observed coefficients to the x
i
,variables will then be,

di =

c
i

(e
bt

- 1) ,

7

(37)

in terms of the parameters that govern the process and t1rge.
<-

This means(that the observed poefficients will be a funCrion of

(1) the amount pf time respondents have spent in the labor force,

(lthe quantity of b that measures the opportunitieff for growth

in attainment as determined by both the.rate at which vacancies are .

1

2 9
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created and by the shape of the distribution of joSs,lq,attainnent

;ever, and (3) of the contribution ci -of the variable in question

toa person's overall level of resources.

Equafion (35) can be used to estimate the,various parameters if.

applied to over-time data [see Coleman: 1968, and Sirensen, 1976

for details], but when alr respondents are poOled in a cross-sectional
9

design such identification is not possible.

It should be noted that the dependency of di on both time and

or

is such that the older the respondent and.the more favorable the

opportunity structure, the larger the magnitudeof the effects of..

x
i

variables. One should therefore expect that the effect of a major

determinant of resources such as education should have an observed

,

effect on status that increases with increasing tima. Such a pattern

can indeed be found on life-history data [S4rensen, 1976]. Further,

it is expected that if blacks are assumed to be exposea' fo a more

unfavorable opportunity structui-e than whites, observedestatus returns

to education should be lower for,blacks than for whites. This

pattern.haa been-repeatedly found;

Research on the process of stratification and status attainment

,,originated in intergeneratioral mobility research where the objective

Of comparingequality of opportunity in different societ:ies and over

time has always been a dominant one. Such coiparisons could, in the

CT,

framework of linear models, e carried out by comparing the effect

of father's status on son's status observed in differInt societies

(:)r at-different time periods. This would amount to estimating the'

30
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equation,

0
+ d

1
x
1

28

(38)

where y is the observed status of sons and, xl is the status of
I 0 ,4

. I 4 ' ,

fathers, and compare d
1

over time or'apross societies. In the frame-
' '. ..t , . ,

work of the model proposed here, this'meani:ebtimiting the -equilibrium

equation,

. co ci

y(e) (39)
b b xl

obtainid from (16) letting t.4- = , and omitting other x variables.
i

The assUmption of equilibrium in the observed attainment

processes is clearly not valid when a representative cross-seCtional

sample is Usedto estimate d1 , since change in attainment presumably

still will be going on for the younger cohorts. More importantly,
MAI

perhaps, the coefficients d as a measure'of ecillality of opportunity

will confound-variation' in the contribution of father's status to a

son's overall, level of resources and.variation in ale opportunitY.

structure. Different implications for our understanding of societies

depend on whether the contribution.of father's status to resources

or the opportunity structure are responsible for the variation. In

'particular, it can be noted-that in two societies' where parental

statub, isequally important for a person's resourcee, the society

with the most favorable opportunity structure will show'the most

inequality of opportunity, because 6 will be closer to zero and
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ck,

hence d
1

will be larger in absolgte magnqude.

Implications for Mbdels of Intragenerational Mobility

Social mobilityihas always attracted Mathematical sociologists
2.1:

as'a phenomenon that should lend itself to modeling using stochastic

process models. The inherently stothastic nature :f the process and

the use of discrete occupational categories-seem to call for a stochastic

process model, furtherMore, mobility tables -- showing the nuthber of

persons moving among occupations are readily converted into estimates

of transition probabilities of a. Markov chain by dividing the row

totals into the cell frequencies.
. ,_

All attempts at testing the simple Markov. chain on mobility-data

has however shown that this model does not atcount for observed

movement. (For a early example, thee ,H1pmen, Kogan and McCarthy, 1955.)

NUmerous reasons ave been given for the failure of the modeL

heterogeneity in,the parameters [McFarland, 1970; Spilerman, 19721,

duration specffic transitions or cumulative inertia [McGinnis, 1968;

Tuma, 1976] Mid

SOrenseil, 1972].
4

age dependency-in the parameters (MAYer, 1972;
_

Fhe resulting modifications of the Markov'Modal

usually improve the fit of the model. However, the improved fit

does not necessarily indicate the validity of the proposal.. Heteio-

geneity will result in apparent nonstationarity, and vicesversa, so

. that attempts to remedy either problem will improve the fit but not

neceasarily indicate the true source of failure in the model.

4

Similailjtidgration spetific rates and age dependency are.difficult to

tell apart sindo age and durations in jobs are highly correlated.

32
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Mbst of the proposals for improving the Markov Model are ad hoc

Proposals that are not based on'an

process. Hence it is not-PossAle

on theoretical- aounds either.

explicit theory of the. mobility

tO choose among the proposals

The model for the attainment process proposed, here indicates a

-

specific modification of the simple Markov Model: this modification has

been described in another paper (Seirensen, 19751, where also an empirical

analysis uding the model is carriegout.

briefly summarized here.

- The simple Markov Model
1

1974) if

The main result Shall be

can be Writen (cf., Singer: and Spilerman,

X(Mr-
P(t)c = P(0)e

I)t

where P(t) is

job(categories

elements rn
.ij

to category j

(40

a vector giving the.distribution of people according to

(say occupations) by time t . The matrix M has

that give.the probabilities of moving from categOry

, given that a person is in state i ; and I Ts, the

identity matrik.

- The parameter X , a scalar, is the rate of job shift that is

assumed constant over time in the simple model.. In a system governed by

the iobility regime described 'in this paper, ). will'be dependent'on

time in-the labor force, as .X corresponds to,the quantity q(t)

defined in equation .(25). This suggests that areformblationirof

equation (40) where X is dependent on time Will be a more adeqUate

representation of:the intragenerational mobility process, A particularly
A

j33
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simple representation is obtainediby redefining time to take into

'account the decline in A(t) iwith time.

The desired redefinition Of time should be so that in the new

time scale the rate of job shift is tonstant over time; that is., job

shifts follow A Poisson process:. Itstill may be ,the case that the .

rateofshlft will show variation among people; that is, heterogbneity

'will be pre-sent. However, removing the nonstationarity will also

remove much of the apparent heterogeneity.. In addition, the decline

in the rate of job shift by time.in the'labor force was shown,above to

be generated by a reduction of the discreparicy between current attain-
.

ment and the maximum attainment to be obtained. 'The latter quantity

is determined hy a person'sresources. Hence, the time,dependency in

t-
the rate indirectly captures important sources of variation among

people.

. The redefinition of time is easily obtaine&by deflning a new

.time scale as the number of opportunities for shifts a pereiOn.hasr

encountered after t years in the labor force- The.number of

opportunities is captured by the quantity v(t) defined in equatidn
4

(26) as,

v(t) = (ebt

4

(41)

.AS'suming the validity. Of the' model, the rate of shift in time

3 4
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scale v(t) will be time independent: Denote this rate of shift

X*.. This quantity will in fact be 1 if it is assumed

that people only shift to obtain gains in attainment. If voluntary

1

shifts for other purposes.are Allowed, a value of X* different from

I will be observed.

The constancy of the rate of shift in v(t) can also be shown by

noting that equation (28) is linear in ,v(t) ,

y(t) = y(0) ± v(t) ( -by(e) - y(0)] . (42)'

The value of y(t) may be seen as the expected outcoMe pf a

Poisson procesS by time v(t) ; as each shift contributes a gain in

attainment. Hence the rate of shift must be constant in v(t) .

:With this time transformation, the Markov Model can be written,

P(v) = e
X0,04-I)v

'(41)-
4.

-

assuming P(4)/ = I; and if the time transformation indeed removes

time dependen4 in the rate of shift, a more realistic model is obtainech

,

ls:test of the proposed model for the -dependency of the rate of

job shifts on time in labor force can be obtained using life-history

data that give'informatiowvón the coMpleted durations of each job,

The 'completed durations'are thespkiting times between events,

and if events follow a Poisson process in v(t) waiting times will

be exponentially diStributed witha-mean that will estimatethe inverse

of the rate. .Transforming the tompieted.observed.duration,into time
. .

scale v(t) should therefore produce exiOnentially'aistributed
Rs. 4

-i 444.
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durations with means independent of timein labor force. A test*of

the time transformation using this property was found;to b quite

satisfactory. A slight departure from the expected pattern could be

explained as resulting from a change in the opportunity structure in the

period where these job shifts took place. This change in opportunity

structure is retlected in a decrease in the parameter that gOverns

the time transformation. It was further shown that the change in

opportunity structure favored,whites more than blacks [Sirensen, 1975i458].

The test of the model was carried out on jobs'Left voluntarily.

A

Involuntary shifts should take place before the occutrence of a voluntary

shift', and for this reason the COmpleted durations of such jobs should

be shorter than the completed durations of jobs left voluntarily. This

tan be demonstrated empirically [SOIrenaen, 1975:459],,buton the average

blacks i'ere fired when they had held )1:)s longer than whites had held

them when fired or laid-off. Since no one should stay in a job if a

better one becomes available, this result also reflects a more unfavor-
,,,

, able opportunity structure for blacks.

Involuntary shifts should produce losses in attainmentsesince

if a gain is available it should result in a voluntary shift. The

impact of involuntary Shifts on the career process is explored- in

another paper [Stirensen, 19741.

The proposed attainment model not only leads to a more empirically

adeq-ate stochastic model of mobility but also points to substantively
,

meaningful analysis. The reiults summarized here, particularly the

sUCcessful removal of time dependency in rates of shift using the model,

in.turn lend support to the model proposed in this paper.
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Conclusion

'.Thia paper h s proposed A model for the process of attaining

income, status an other occuyational rewardS. The structure of

inequality -- that is,'''the distribttion of jobs according to attain-
. .

ments -- is assumed fixed and not Subject to change due ta variation in

the distribution of personal resources, (family background, education,.

ability). relevant for getting.access.to,jobs. A simple exponential

model is assumed for.the.attainment distribution. In this-structure,
J1'

nev.vacanciescare created in each period of time, and these vacancies

represent Opportunities for growth in attainment. The mobility regime

that prevails in such a structure ---where persons are entering and

leaving\the labor. foree at all attainment' levels -- was Shown to he

particularly simple. It is further assumed that individuals' ability

- .

to take advantage of the opportunities for attainment gains
,

is dependent on their current attainment relative to the maxiMum

level_of attainment-they will be able to ohtain giVen their reeourteb.

Tfiese resourcea are assumed ta remain unchanged after entry into.the

labor farce. From theseassumptions, simple:li'near differential

equation model.is derived for change.in achievement Over time.
O.

The theoryflpropesed here is expliciay deriVed on assumptions that

Are cOntrary to those used in human capital,theory. There, change in

attainments after entry into the labor market are'assumed to reflect

changes in personal resources due to on-the-Joh training, experience

,and the like.. In this theory, a competitive market for skills i

assumed ta exist with no impeMections that will produce attainment
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increases without increases inererources (productivity). It is a

consequence-of this theory thst,the distribution 'of attainments will

reflect the distribution,of people with different levels of resources

as the, supply of people at various skill levels will affeCt%the

returns obtained, assuming a given demand, schedule.

The theory formulated here and neoclassical theory give

identical predictions regarding the shape of the age-aitainment profile --
,

it will be concave to tht age axis showing raPid.growth in the beginning

that gradually-tapers off. ,In empirical investigatibris of age-

earnings profiles in the human capital tradition, theae Obaerved
:°

prOfilesWere interpreted as support for the theory as tine is!assumed

to be proxy'for training and experience. 13u;time may ati *ell be

interpreted as-representing exposure to mobility,opportunities is'the

theory here suggests.

Assuming attainment changes Ate produced,by-the creation of

vacancies in a predetermined structure"of inequality does accoUnt

for the observed stability Of the income distribution Since WWJ1'

.despite a marked change-in the distribution of education -- a stability

that is contrary to the implications of human capital theory. In the

framework proposed here, changes in the distribution of resourcea

do not effect the distribution
1"

of attainments.. Changes ire-the
tri r

distribution,ofeducation Would'presumably change the relatiye
_ c.

. . .

importance of 'education ailong -the varibbth attributT es

attainment, but not the disiribntion of jobs.

b.

releIant for
1
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The purpose of the paper has, however, not been to proVehuman tk

capital theory wrong. Roh processes pay operate simultaneously, and

labor markets:may be:segmented accordingto Whether one orthe,other

, .

process is dominant. ,Also, changes ld earnings attainments.inay be

:

modre,likely to refXect,changes in resources than are changes- in status
.

, attainments and dianges in the at,tainmelt%of PsydbOlogical rewards,

from jobs)sutd as'job'sktisfactiorir TWeipirical.identification

of which mechanism prevails wherrt114:for which type,of r ards istg4 a

t ,

major reseaTch task for.wIlicla die'theory proposed here only represedia

an 81ternatiVe4point of 'departure to the economic theory,

3 9



NOTES

1. A list of other derivations from the theory ip presented:by

Becker [1964:743.

2. NO attempt will be made here to explain how the distributionof

,

attainments come into being. For'the,purpOses df this paper, ie

.`e

'1.44YUaken as a given. .:The assumptions stated here correspond to

01e,one made,by Thurow (1975.1 that maisinal productivity resides

't

in jobs,' not in persons.
,

1
.The meaneif,.the geometric distribution is upually,given as

The difference reflects that here tbe bottom:attainthent leVel is

obtained for .y 0 thegeorlieric'distribution otherwise

often is defined with y = 1 for the first tiial.
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